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DAYTON, Ohio, May 14, 1970 --- A scientist-turned-philosopher who believes 
that the role of intuition in scientific work has been neglected will be the guest 
of CEERS (Consortium on Higher Education in Religion Studies) Saturday and Sunday, 
May 16-17. 
He is Dr. Michael Polanyi of Oxford University, England, currently a visiting 
professor at the University of Chicago. Born in Budapest, Hungary, he earned doctoral 
degree both in medicine and physical chemistry. 
Polanyi will conduct a seminar Sunday in Kennedy Union at the University of 
Dayton for CEERS members who have been studying his work during the past year. 
Trained as a scientist--he held the chair of physical chemistry at the University 
of Manchester, England, for 15 years- -Polanyi believes that scientific objectivity 
has been over.emphasized, especially in the field of physics. He believes that the 
tendency of physicists to judge all knowledge only by what can be weighed, measured 
and analyzed ignores intuitive perceptions, and "tacit knowledge." 
He exempts chemistry and biology from this indictment, classifying them as 
sciences less rigid in this respect, giving more scope to skills, sensitivity and 
the intuitive approach. 
He charges that scientists, while professing to be objective sometimes reject 
their own experimental data when they believe that it conflicts with their intuitive 
solutions to a problem. One of the cases he cites to prove this assertion is a 
technical problem dealing with Einstein's theory of relativity. 
Polanyi has extrapolated his scientific thinking into a system of general 
philosophy that extends into nearly all areas of thought. He first challenged the 
dogma of scientific objectivity in a controversial book called Personal Knowledge, 
written ten years ago. 
As a chemist Polanyi did original work in metallic crystal analysis . His 
methods of measuring the speed of chemical reactions are credited with opening a new 
era in reaction kinetics . 
CEERS, the organization sponsoring the Polanyi studies, is made up of 14 area 
colleges. They are Antioch, Central State, Earlham School of Religion, Hamma, 
Hebrew Union, Payne Theological, st. Leonar d, United Theological, University of 
Dayton, Western College, Wilberforce, Wilmingt on, Wittenberg and Wright State. 
The CRERS program in Dayton has been a pioneering one in Polanyi studies. 
One of his students, Dr . Richard Gelwick of Stephens College, Columbia, Missouri, 
has made six week-end commuting visits to confer with area scholars and students 
interested in the program. 
Bruno Manno, a UD graduate assistant who has been studying with Dr. Polanyi 
in Chicago for the past month, will be assistant director of next year's program. 
(NOTE : Dr. Polanyi is scheduled to arrive at Cox Airport Saturday, May 16, at 4:00 
p.m. The seminar will be in Kennedy Union, University of Dayton , Sunday morning.) 
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